Throw measures 35" [89 cm] x 50" [127
cm].

NOTES

Designed by Quayln Stark

Finger looping fun ™ - No tools
required
1. Begin work on a flat surface. Stitches
are worked by pulling loops of yarn
through a row of previous loops.
Right side will be facing throughout.
2. To join balls of yarn, overlap three
loops from the end of first ball with
three loops from the beginning of
second ball and work overlapping
loops as one.

What you will need:

ABBREVIATIONS

CRAFT
SKILL LEVEL
INTERMEDIATE

LACE

Knit st: Pull loops of working yarn
through the loops of previous row loops
working from back to front.
Purl st: Pull loops from working yarn
through loops of previous row from
front to back.
Cable Six Front (C6F): Skip next 3 loops
of previous row and hold in front of
work, pull next 3 loops of working yarn
through next 3 loops of previous row
(3 knit sts), then pull next 3 loops of
working yarn through 3 skipped loops
(3 knit sts).

RED HEART® “Loop-It”:
8 balls 441 Gray-vy
Yarn needle
Gauge is not necessary for
this project

RED HEART®
Loop-It™, Art.
E884 available in
3.5 oz (100 g), 7.6 yd (7 m)
balls

Rows 7-54: Repeat Rows 1-6 for eight
times.
Row 55: Repeat Row 1.
Row 56: Repeat Row 2.
Row 57: Repeat Row 1.

Bind Off
Working across, pull the first two loops
of working yarn through first 2 loops
of previous row, pull the second loop
just worked through the first loop, pull
a third loop of working yarn through
next stitch, pull that loop through the
previous loop. Continue in this manner
across the row until all stitches have
been secured. Pull end through last loop.

FINISHING

Weave in ends. (You can tack ends
down with sewing thread to help
camouflage them in the back of the
work).

ABBREVIATIONS

cm = centimeters; k = knit; mm =
millimeters; p = purl; st(s) = stitch(es);
[ ] = work directions in brackets the
number of times specified.

THROW

Classically Cabled
Throw
This cabled throw doesn’t use any needles,
just your fingers and Loop-it Yarn! Craft a
beautiful blanket without having to know
how to knit or crochet.

Measure 58 loops and fold yarn at this
point to create base row.
Row 1: Working from right to left,
pulling loops from working yarn through
loops of base row, [k2, p3, k6, p3] four
times, k2. Do not turn work.
Row 2: Working from left to right, [k2,
p3, k6, p3] four times, k2. Do not turn
work.
Row 3: Repeat Row 1.
Row 4: Repeat Row 2.
Row 5: Working from right to left, [k2,
p3, C6F, p3] four times, k2. Do not turn
work.
Row 6: Repeat Row 2.

SHOP KIT

Find more ideas & inspiration: redheart.com
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